Is the designer known?

NO

Is the object older than 71 years?

YES

Risk Analysis

Copyright Undetermined

NO

Is the designer known?

YES

Has the designer died?

YES, DATE UNKNOWN

Risk Analysis

Copyright Undetermined

NO OR <71 YEARS

Can the designer or their rights-holders be contacted?

NO

Is the producer known?

NO

Risk analysis

In Copyright

YES

Does the producer hold copyright?

YES

Propose a 'CC BY-NC-ND' license

AGREEMENT

CC BY-NC-ND 4.0

NO

Risk analysis

In Copyright

- On hold (if designer is member of a rights management organisation)

YES

Is the rights-holder identifiable and can they be contacted?

NO

Risk analysis

In Copyright

- Unknown rightsholders

YES

Propose an 'In Copyright' rights statement

AGREEMENT

In Copyright

NO

Propose a custom 'In Copyright' authorisation (e.g. terminable or without indemnification)

AGREEMENT

In Copyright

Terms of agreement in CMS

REFUSAL

Reproductions may only be used for copyright exceptions